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reaching full game speed with the wi-fi connection for the gamecube and the nintendo wi-fi connection for the wii, which use udp packets to communicate. you'll need to be on the same network as the other
player. otherwise, it will only be able to send small packets. it can also only send data with either the gamecube or wii remote, and not both. this can also cause the wii remote to lose its internet connection and
make the wii remote button presses appear to be in error. it is advisable to use the nintendo wi-fi connection for wii games, and the gamecube network adapter for gamecube games, with the same system. one
of the things that we missed out on when working on the project was the ability to transfer files to the gamecube and super gamecube. this is an important addition that will allow for people to save their games
to their gamecube as backups. just as important was the addition of a feature to allow for gamers to transfer their game data from their wii or wii u to their gamecube. this is the first release of dolphin to have

support for external storage formatted with ntfs, and even has a method of booting from them. all of this allows gamers to use their gamecube as a portable storage device without having to use a usb drive. this
feature should be able to be used for people with both gamecubes and super gamecubes, as well as anyone who already has a gamecube that they want to use as an external storage device. dolphin can now

use a variety of gba controllers and even miis. mii support allows for gamers to use the system's built-in wii or wii u mii characters as their controllers. the mii's will use the same controllers as wii or wii u games
would, and the only way to change which controller is to use the new mii option. if you're looking for an easier way to setup a wide variety of controllers, a new sdl2 controller backend has been added for all

oses, and even brings native motion control support without the use of a dsu server to non-linux operating systems. all four controllers that support motion control have been made the default, including the wii
remote and nunchuk, the wii balance board, and the classic controller. the list goes on, and even pokemon colosseum and pokemon xd battles can be played on netplay.. with some extra setup. please refer to
the the motion controller guide to make sure your controllers are functioning correctly before attempting to use netplay. each player must have a controller bios configured that the controller can automatically

load.
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using a controller for your gamecube games is now easier
than ever! you can use wii remote 1 or 2, gamecube

controllers, and gamecube stands for gamecube controllers.
you can also use other gamecube controllers like the d-pad
and a/b buttons on the gc controller if you want. or, you can
use the gamecube memory card emulation interface! if you

are using an sd card for your games, you will also need a
gamecube memory card emulator! if you are using a

gamecube controller for your game, you may be able to set
it up using the gamecube memory interpreter. this allows

you to choose a controller that you are using as a keyboard
and then map it to your gamecube controller. if you are

using a gamecube controller with gamecube b buttons and
a/b buttons, you can also map those buttons to the analog
sticks by mapping them to l/r and both should work well. if

using an older build or not dealing with copyrighted
content, we highly recommend just generating an sd card
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on one computer, and then copying that sd card to all other
computers to ensure that things are the same. however, if

that virtual sd card was used offline or online with write
block disabled, the md5 checksum will change (date

accessed of the files are what's different in virtual sd card),
but will not cause immediate syncs. if you are using a wii
game launcher app for various mods, users on all ends

must have the same copies of homebrew app and the game
in their game list first, then set the game as default iso, as
mentioned in previous section. your netplay experience will
greatly vary depending on what version of dolphin that you
are using. because dolphin 5.0 is lacking so many netplay

features, we highly recommend to use either the latest
available beta or dev build. dolphin 5.0 won't have have wii

save synchronization ( 5.0-8478 ), automated settings
synchronization ( 5.0-8502 ), cheat code synchronization (
5.0-9032 ), synchronize all wii saves ( 5.0-9037 ) as well as
protections for recovering saves if netplay crashes.0 also

lacks experimental wii remote netplay, and while that
feature is considered to be for advanced users, it is possible

to use on the latest builds. 5ec8ef588b
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